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ABSTRACT

domains (e.g., images, news, blogs and travel).

Vertical aggregation is the task of integrating results
from specialized search services or verticals into the
web search results. Aggregating verticals into the core
web results helps in achieving diversity in information
search. In this paper various efforts made for selecting
relevant vertical and presenting the aggregated results
to the users are reviewed. Various vertical selection
approaches and design and evaluation of aggregated
search interfaces have been discussed which has been a
less focused area as compared to the most prior research
work in conventional web search interfaces.

Thus general web search engines maintains or have
access to vertical search engines and they present the
search result page to the user after integrating, if
required, relevant verticals. This process of selecting
and presenting relevant vertical results is known as
aggregated search (figure 1). A user can access vertical
content in two ways. A user can issue a query directly
to a vertical search engine or if he don‘t know the
relevant vertical or prefers to use web search engine or
may want results from different verticals at once, he can
use directly the portal search engine. Various vertical
blocks are shown in figure 2. Integrating or merging
heterogeneous results or verticals into a single result
page is a challenging task. There is a big difference
between the core web searching and aggregated
searching. In the core ranking problem, objects of the
same nature are compared, i.e. web pages, and ranked
according to their estimated relevance to the query
while in aggregated search type of ranking problem
objects of the different nature has to be compared which
cannot be represented using similar features, e.g. web
pages to videos, and thus cannot be ranked using same
method used to rank web documents. This paper
presents an overview of aggregating vertical results into
the web results.

General Terms
Aggregation, rule-based triggers, Sampling, Query
Classification, machine learned framework.

Keywords
Verticals, resource selection, aggregated search, vertical
selection, web-page ranking.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In traditional web search engines, whenever user issues
a query, a ranked list of relevant URLs is retrieved and
displayed to the users. However modern web search
engines include contents from specialized subcollections, called verticals, which focus on specific

Fig. 1 A High level overview of aggregated search.
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Fig. 2 Vertical blocks: news, video and image.

2. BACKGROUND
Aggregated search is analogous to federated search, in
which diverse information can be collected from
various resources such as databases, web-based search
engines, library catalogues and corporate data
collections. A federated search system maintains
several resources and when user issues a query to the
federated search system, it passes on the query to the
selected relevant resources, which returns the result to
the federated search system. The results returned by the
selected resources are integrated and merged into a
single list and presented to the user. Some of the
examples of federated search systems are Westlaw,
providing federated search for legal professionals
covering thousands of databases [6,44,45,46] and
Fedstats, an online portal for statistical information. In
Federated search cooperative environment a central
section or the broker has the extensive information
about the contents of each collection, collection sizes
and lexicon statistics whereas in uncooperative
environment the broker has to use query-based
sampling [7] to know the lexicon statistics for each
collection [6]. Shokouhi and Si [6] presented a
comprehensive study on the federated search.
Metasearch is another technique available for searching
diverse information sources. They provide a single
interface for searching the results from multiple search
engines [30]. Metasearch engine architecture has been
discussed in [31-40]. Metasearch engines have broader
coverage of the web and better search scalability than
centralized search engines [41]. Some of the existing
metasearch engines are Metacrawler, Dogpile, and
search.com. Earlier web search engines used to show
only text results and users have to separately type
queries to the specialized verticals for other types of
information such as images, news, maps and videos.
The highly heterogeneous nature of the web data,

diversity in information needs and search tasks and
difficulty in keeping a fresh index of real-time data led
to the introduction of comprehensive search engines
like the Korean search engine (Naver), which started
blending multimedia answers in their core web results
[42]. Another topic closely related to the federated
search was introduced by Lu [43] known as peer-topeer network, consists of three types of objects, i.e.,
information providers, information consumers, and a
search mechanism, which addresses problems similar to
federated search.
3. VERTICAL

SELECTION

3.1
Constructing Representative
Vertical
Vertical aggregation is the task of assembling or
merging results from specialized search engines or
verticals into web search results [1,2,3,4]. For selecting
the relevant vertical in response to a user query and
aggregating it with the web result, an aggregated search
system first needs proper representation of its verticals.
An aggregated search system should know the
comprehensive statistics of the documents in the
vertical content such as term frequency, vertical size
etc. Vertical representation in aggregated search can be
compared to resource representation in federated search
[5,6,8,26,19]. Shokouhi and Si [6] proposed various
techniques for resource representation in federated
search. Gravano et al. [5] proposed methods for
manually generating the resource representation, but
automatically generated representation are more
common for dynamic resources where new documents
are added in large number [6].
Vertical representation can be generated using the
similar approach as used for federated search working
with cooperative resources, where resources provide
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various statistics (e.g. term frequency, size) about the
documents to the federated search systems. Arguello et
al. [2] also proposed techniques for vertical
representation using sampling approaches. Two main
sampling approaches were given by them. In the first
one, documents were sampled directly from the vertical
and in the second approach documents were sampled
using external resources or surrogate corpora such as
wikipedia.

represented the database by a vector containing
document frequencies of different words in the
databases. Ipeirotis and Gravano [60] uses document
frequency information as a part of the database
description to build the hierarchical structure for the
databases and showed it to have better retrieval
performance than CORI algorithm.

Query-based sampling technique, proposed by Callan
and Conell [7] was used for directly sampling from the
vertical. A single term query is used to retrieve
document from the resource, then new sampling query
is selected. The evaluating resource description and new
sampling queries are derived from retrieved documents.
Another work from Shokouhi et al [9] shows that better
performance was obtained when high-frequency queries
were used for sampling the documents as compared to
deriving sampled documents themselves. Arguello et al.
[2] however used high-frequency queries, extracted
from vertical query logs, for sampling documents.

Some prior work in query-classification into topical
categories is also relevant to vertical selection. Query
classification is an important task in information
retrieval. The search engines can be more effective and
can return more relevant and representative web pages
to the users if the category information for a query is
known. Query classification approaches can be used to
augment the query with features other than query string.
These other features are contingently obtained from
query-logs or corpora of documents associated with the
target classes. Shen et al. [27] and Li et al. [28] used
corpus-based evidence for mapping documents to target
categories and Bietzel et al. [13,14] derive evidence
from query-logs. Another work from Shen et al. [12]
derived a soft mapping from documents to target
categories using term similarity.

3.2

Prior Approaches

3.2.1 Resource Selection in Federated Search
Prior work related to resource selection in federated
search can be considered analogous to vertical selection
in aggregated search. Some of the prior approaches
such as UUM [61], CVV [10], CORI [8] and KLdivergence [11] consider sampled documents or
collections as ―large documents‖. The document
scoring techniques were used by these methods for
scoring these sampled documents or collections. These
techniques make no distinction between documents and
do not model the number of relevant documents in a
collection. CVV-based methods [10] are used for
ranking and selecting index servers with respect to a
query and merging the results returned by the index
servers. Index servers are the keyword-based search
systems which use index databases for mapping
keywords to documents or we can say information
resources. CORI [8] referred to as collection retrieval
inference network uses the TFxIDF document ranking
method as an analogy for collection ranking. Another
method KL-divergence [11] is a clustering algorithm on
a set of documents. These methods adapt document
scoring techniques for scoring collections. These
techniques make no distinction between documents and
do not model the number of relevant documents in the
collection [26]. For explicitly modeling the distribution
of relevant documents in a collection, approaches such
as ReDDE [19], GIOSS [15], Sampling and Selection
algorithm [60] and gGIOSS [25] are used. The ReDDE
algorithm estimates the database sizes as well as its
contents for the uncooperative environments in
federated search which is an extension of query-based
sampling [7] method used for acquiring resource
description. Si and Callan [19] showed experimentally
that the ReDDE algorithm results in better document
rankings than the CORI algorithm. The gGIOSS

3.2.2 Query-classification into Topical Categories

3.3

Vertical Selection Approaches

For selecting relevant verticals, given a user query
Arguello et al. [2] proposed three sources of evidences.
These three were the query string, logs of queries
previously issued to the vertical and corpora
representation of vertical content.
Some prior work in vertical selection was also done by
Li et al. [20], focusing on shopping and job verticals.
They focused on query lexical features and used a
query-click graph to propagate category labels to
unlabeled queries. Prior work from Diaz [1]
investigated vertical selection with respect to news
vertical, where he derived features from news
collection, web and vertical query-logs and
incorporated click-feedback into the model. Perhaps we
can say that the lowest effort approach to vertical
selection is the query string alone. Arguello et al. [2]
defined two types of query string features, rule-based
vertical triggers and geographic features. These triggers
map conceptually one-to-one to a target vertical or
maps many to one. Some triggers may do not map
directly to a vertical, but may provide positive or
negative evidence in a supervised classification
framework. (e.g., patents, weather, events)[2].
For the set of geographic entities appearing in the
query, Arguello et al. [2] defined geographic features
which were produced using a rule-based geographic
annotation tool. The second source of evidence for
vertical selection used evidence from queries previously
issued to the vertical, reflecting topics in vertical that
are of interest to the users. For each vertical, they
computed the query likelihood given by a unigram
language model constructed from the vertical‘s query-
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log. For the third source of evidence, that is, corpora
representation of vertical content, they used corpus
features, derived from document rankings obtained by
issuing the query to different collections. They
constructed smaller representative corpora of vertical
content local to the vertical selector as discussed
previously in section 3.
The findings from Arguello et al. [2] showed that
ranking verticals by the query likelihood estimated from
the vertical query log language model was the best
single evidence to select a vertical. Using rule-based
triggers for mapping query strings to verticals led to
significant improvement in vertical selection. However
this approach does not explicitly model user feedback.
Diaz and Arguello [3] proposed algorithms for vertical
selection which adapts to user feedback. The objective
of their work was to maximize the user satisfaction by
presenting the appropriate vertical display. They
presented several algorithms for combining the
feedback with offline classifier information. They
demonstrated that combining results from feedbackonly models and offline-only models results in
significant improvements. Later work from Arguello et
al. [4] proposed methods for reusing training data from
the set of existing verticals to learn a predictive model
for a target vertical.

3.4

Evaluation

The evaluation of aggregated results is mostly based on
implicitly or explicitly collected user feedback. User
feedback can be implicitly collected by observing clickthrough behavior [1,28 ], that is clicks and skips, or
explicitly asking user‘s preference [29]. The table 1
shows the comparison of various vertical selection
approaches on the basis of evaluation measures and
metrics used for evaluating aggregation performance.
Arguello et al. [4] and Li et al. [20] used precision and
recall based evaluation. Arguello et al. [4] adopted two
rank-based metrics, average precision and normalized
discounted cumulative gain for evaluating model‘s
target vertical predictions. Diaz [1] integrated news
vertical always above the first web result using
predictions based on clicks and skips [28]. Arguello et
al. [2] evaluated single vertical selection in terms of
precision, defined as percentage of queries for which
we either correctly predict a relevant vertical or
correctly predict ‗no relevant vertical‘.

4. AGGREGATED SEARCH
INTERFACES
There are mainly two types of result page design in
aggregated search, that is, blended and non- blended
design. Section below discusses both of them.

4.1 Blended Design
In blended design, results from different verticals are
mingled into a single list. The blended design is mostly
used to present results in aggregated search and are

adapted by most of the search engines. In this type of
design slotted results from the same vertical are
embedded into the result page after ranking them with
relevance criteria, in most of the cases, but can also be
ranked with some other criteria like newsworthiness,
when results come from the news vertical. The earliest
work [1] simply integrated the news content from a
single vertical above the first web result. Liu et al. [21]
proposed a probabilistic model based approach for
blended search. Their experimental findings showed
that, in generic web search, large number of queries has
vertical search intentions. The identification of vertical
search intention is proposed in another work from Liu
et al. [62], where they used method to propagate social
annotation to both queries and vertical search engines.
Liu et al. [21] proposed algorithm to model the blended
search problem using the conditional dependencies
among queries, vertical search engines and search
results. The Vertical search engine‘s query log through
unigram language model was used to learn the
probability distribution of the model. Their proposed
algorithm could effectively blend vertical search result
into generic web search, improving the mean average
precision by as much as 16% compared to traditional
web search without blending. More recent work from
Ponnuswami et al. [17] focused on blended result page
composition. They presented a machine-learned
framework for result page composition in the presence
of multiple relevant verticals. Earlier work [1,2,4,3]
focused on relevant vertical selection, but this work
[17] focused on ranking and placing components or
vertical results into different slots in the web search
result page, according to the algorithmically computed
threshold values. All these work in aggregated search
uses machine learning methods requiring training data
which includes editorial judgments [20,22,2], indirect
labels [4], and click information [1,23,17]. Another
recent work from Arguello et al. [18] elicited methods
of learning orderings of generic web and vertical
content using pairwise labels [24].

4.2 Non-Blended Design
In the non-blended design, the core web results are
presented to the user without mingling the vertical
results. The vertical results could also be shown but in
separate panels [16], and the separate vertical results are
not necessarily relevant to the core web results or have
any relationship with each other. Mostly, the placement
of different verticals is predefined. Naver [47] and
kosmix [49] shows results in this type of pattern. Main
web results are generally shown on the left side of the
search result page, within the largest panel, but not
necessarily as in [28] Sushmita et al tested the nonblended interface with image vertical, placing it righttop, right-bottom, and left. Figure 3 shows both design
layouts. In blended design, verticals (V1, V2, V3) are
embedded within the web results whereas non-blended
design shows either no vertical results or vertical results
in separate panels.
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Fig.3 Blended and Non-Blended design layouts.

4.3 Viewing Results
M.Lalmas [16] gave an overview of some of the eyetracking studies ([48],[50],[51]) which proved to be
useful in designing and evaluating aggregated search
interfaces. When compared with the studies related to
design and evaluation of conventional web search
interfaces, much less work has been done till date for
aggregated search interfaces. Hotchkiss [51] showed in
conventional web search interfaces, user starts viewing
or scanning the result from upper left corner and scan
results first vertically downwards and then across. In
Nielsen[50], scanning results in conventional web
interface is referred to as F pattern, but in aggregated
search interface scanning depends on how verticals, say
an image vertical, is blended in the result page. User
starts scanning from the image or thumbnail, first
vertically than across referred to as E pattern [51]. Aula
and Rodden [48] however studied that returning
aggregated or blended results have no effect in order of
scanning the results.

4.4 User Behavior for Result Presentation
In order to find out user‘s behavior for search result
display many factors has to be taken in consideration
[1,52,28,53,54,55], such as vertical types, position of
relevant verticals and search task orientation strength
towards a particular vertical. Sushmita et al. [28] tested
both blended and non-blended aggregated search
interfaces using 1,296 search sessions performed by 48
participants. Their analysis suggested that position of
search results is significant only in blended design and
not in non-blended design. The position of augmented
elements in the blended design affects the user‘s clickthrough behavior. Some of the previous studies [56-59]
also elicited this. Also they discovered that search
task‘s orientation towards a particular source, that is
news, images and videos in their case, can affect user‘s
click-through behavior. They discovered that videos
resulted in different click-through pattern than news and
images. According to Goodman and Feldblum [55]

video results with thumbnails generate higher clickthrough rates across all positions and especially helped
results in the lower positions.
An eye tracking study from Gaun and Cutrell [58]
showed that when results were placed relatively low in
the result page, people spent more time in searching and
were less successful in their search task.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Vertical aggregation refers to assembling and merging
heterogeneous results from specialized search services
called verticals into the core web results. Vertical
selection is the sub-task of selecting relevant verticals in
response to a user‘s query. In this paper we reviewed
various vertical selection approaches and aggregated
result presentation. Major problems associated with
vertical aggregation include sources for predictive
evidence and training data, relevance modeling and
evaluation. In terms of future work, efforts should be
made to increase diversity in vertical presentation as
verticals can be redundant as well as complementary
and should evaluate whole page relevance while
aggregating. More work can be done on attention
modeling as some verticals can visually attract a user‘s
attention without being relevant but it needs a better
understanding of user‘s attention in response to page
layout decisions. In terms of layout constraints for
aggregation, majority of work has focused on
conservative ranked list layouts, in future we can think
about arbitrary layouts. Finally work can be done for
automatically detecting when to begin modeling a new
vertical as currently set of candidate verticals are
manually detected.
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Table 1: Comparison of various vertical selection approaches on the basis of evaluation measures and metric
Author

Method

Evaluation
Measures

Evaluation
Metric

In terms
Relevance

Li et al. [20]

Classified
queries into
two classes of
vertical intent.
(product and
job)

Precision and
Recall

Accuracy

A vertical is
relevant if it
satisfies user‘s
job or product
intent

Predict appropriate vertical when
relevant; otherwise, predict no
relevant vertical

Diaz [1]

Predicting
when to display
news result
(always
displayed
above web
results)

Correctly
predicted clicks
and skips.

Preference

Presentation is
good if the user
can easily find
more relevant
content before
less relevant
content.

Predict appropriate vertical
preferences.

Arguello et
al. [2]

Single vertical
is predicted for
each query

No. of correctly
predicted queries

Accuracy

Vertical is
relevant if it
satisfies some
possible intent

Predict appropriate vertical when
relevant; otherwise, predict no
relevant vertical

Diaz and
Arguello [3]

Vertical
selection in
presence of
user feedback.

Simulated stream
of queries.

Utility of whole
page layout.

A vertical is
relevant if it
satisfies the
intent of a
particular user at
a particular time.

Predict appropriate vertical when
relevant; otherwise, predict no
relevant vertical.

Arguello et
al. [4]

Model
adaptation for
vertical
selection.

Precision and
Recall

Accuracy

Vertical is
relevant if it
satisfies some
possible intent

Predict new (target) vertical reusing
training data from existing (source)
vertical.
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